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ProFactory is a hardware and software solution
for your production facilities, R&D departments,
and laboratories. An enterprise solution that can
be implemented on a single computer and scale to
embrace a global corporation.
 
With ProFactory you can build any physical station
for computer-based test and measurement,
control, and automation. ProFactory stations
support manual or semi-automatic operation by
human operators and can be fully integrated with
automated inline or robotic controlled
environments. Anything that involves use of
electronic instruments and mechatronic
equipment, for any purpose and at any scale, can
be implemented with ProFactory.

WHAT IS
PROFACTORY?



Save Time by Automating Your Test Management
Saving time is the most important metric to stay competitive with increasingly rapid changes to
requirements. ProFactory saves you time in all operations; The test developer gets you ready for test faster,
both with new products and with variants of existing ones. The test technician spends less time on planned
and unplanned maintenance, leaving your equipment more time for actual production. Your stations are
much more flexible which allows for higher equipment utilization, less downtime, and more choices moving
functions around in your factory. Your operators are guided and have more execution options at their
disposal which leads to fewer errors and more efficient station use.

Save Money by Standardizing while Maintaining Flexibility
Maintaining your own custom equipment is expensive. You alone pay for every feature development and
perform all running improvements yourself, you are responsible for custom training, and you often need to
stock many different spare parts. The result is often inefficient equipment, wished-for features are never
implemented, and you live with problems that aren’t really solved because it’s too time-consuming and
expensive to do much more than just the most important. By standardizing your equipment you share these
expenses with many other people. And with ProFactory you can standardize without giving up flexibility.
That’s the game changer.

Improve Your Product Quality by Testing Correctly
ProFactory governs many aspects of your test stations which have direct impact on your product quality.
You are much less likely to run a wrong test or to run with wrong test parameters, ProFactory can reduce
negative effects on your products when retesting, you can take full advantage of instruments and tracing
even when testing prototypes and running in products, and additional insights are available if you experience
batch problems for instance.

Feel Safe with Central Governance
ProFactory documents and traces many important aspects of your test automatically. With guided
operation, central configuration management, and synchronization your test quality is ensured, and with
remote supervision and central result collection you are certain to not miss anything.

WHY PROFACTORY?



To let you create, manage, and synchronize ProFactory
configurations the ProFactory software components
Supervizer, Devizer, and Provider are installed on each
computer that is part of your ProFactory network. On
functional stations we also install the test management
system TestStand by National Instruments, which
integrates seamlessly with ProFactory. 
 
With this standardized and powerful software we can
build any functional station for manual or automated use
– on the right are shown some common application
areas. 
 
Some automation jobs require only a computer, while
others require more hardware such as cabinets with
instruments and control systems, and perhaps scanning
equipment and interfaces to other devices or to your
products. We can supply a ProFactory station for any
automation application. 
 
ProFactory adds all the tools necessary for efficient
management and quality control of your station with
features such as central configuration and supervision,
hardware abstraction, reporting, and hardware and
software tracing. 
 
We can offer you our core products and train you to be the
ProFactory technology expert. Or you can devote your
time to your products and let ProFactory be your all-
inclusive platform with us taking care of all platform
design, test implementation, system installation
and integration, personnel training, and running
maintenance of your ProFactory installation.

APPLICATION
AREAS





As manager you set rules, allocate resources, and see the daily work
documented
As developer you are faster at implementing new tests and can
spend more time on improving product quality
As technician you spend less time on planned and unplanned
maintenance and can devote more time to improving factory
efficiency
As operator you are more successful because the station always
runs with the correct configuration and governs what it may and may
not do with it

Supervizer 
 
Supervizer is the custodian of your stations. It improves your product
quality, increases the value of your equipment, reduces the risk of
disruptions, and lets you sleep well at night:
 

WHAT IS
PROFACTORY
SOFTWARE?



WHAT IS
PROFACTORY
SOFTWARE?
Reduce development effort

Increase code reuse by using same test sequence for all product
variants on all test stations
Perform prototype testing by easily creating test settings unique for a
specific serial number

Reduce maintenance effort

Manage settings for all stations centrally
Collect test results from all stations centrally
Monitor status for all test stations remotely
Gain increased insights with tracing of station environment data,
operator activity, and station software and hardware versions
Configure action on test fail (fail fast or complete as much of test as
possible).Configure out-of-calibration action

Protect equipment and data

Avoid testing with unreleased code
Avoid testing with different code on different stations
Avoid destructive tests by specifying test count specific properties
(signal levels, test limits etc.)
Avoid invalid test data by specifying mandatory and grouped test
modules

Increase equipment utilization

Easily use stations for many different products and small batches
with automatic test selection
Easily swap between production, development run-in, and technical
maintenance with automatic restore of production settings
Suspend a long test to make room for a different test or to manage
operator shift and resume that test later
Perform partial tests as part of fault finding or in relation to service or
repair



Devizer 
 
Devizer is the intelligent instrument driver that makes it possible to create one
test sequence and use that for all product variants with different hardware on
different test stations.Devizer offers hardware type and channel abstraction,
functional requirements validation, instrument tracing, and parameterization of
instrument properties. Devizer drivers are created with LabVIEW and supported
by TestStand. With Devizer you create drivers with just the required instrument
functions, more functions can be added as they are needed.

WHAT IS
PROFACTORY
SOFTWARE?

Use whatever instrument you have on the shelf

With Devizer the test developer specifies which function not which instrument to use in a test. This gives you
ultimate flexibility in which instruments you may put into your test stations and still be able to run the test.

Guaranteed to run with the required instrument specifications

With Devizer the test developer defines requirements together with the specified instrument function. At
runtime Devizer validates these requirements against the actual instrument on the specific test station it is
asked to run on.

Continue testing during planned and unplanned maintenance

When you send instruments out for calibration, or you experience an instrument or channel failure, Devizer
allows you to replace your instrument or channel with just an edit to the station’s Devizer configuration.
You’ll be up and running again in no time.

Greatly reduce your spare parts inventory

Since Devizer is satisfied with any instrument that meets the test’s requirements you no longer need a spare
of each make and model of instrument in all your test stations. You are also protected from obsolescence,
no more storing old expensive out-of-manufacture instrument because you still use it. Just replace it with a
new and probably better one when the old one dies.

Get ready for test faster and save on software maintenance

With Devizer the test developer only implements the required instrument functions, more functions can be
added as they are needed. This gets you ready for test faster and reduces your software maintenance to a
minimum.



Functional requirements validation

What does replaceable with “any suitable instrument” mean then? With Devizer you don’t just specify “AI
Voltage”, you may also specify additional requirements. For “AI Voltage” such requirements could be
accuracy, resolution, and range. Devizer will then validate the actual instruments on the target test
station and only allow the test to run if all instruments satisfy the requirements of the test sequence.
 
Traditionally the test developer selects a specific instrument for their test, and nobody in the future dare to
change that instrument to something else. Because why exactly was that instrument chosen? You often find
yourself married to specific instruments perhaps for decades which makes obsolescence an issue.
 
With Devizer the test developer makes a much more natural selection: What is needed to be measured, and
what requirements does that measurement have to satisfy? Any instrument that fills those requirements will
be able to run that test. And if your requirements change? Then you just change the requirements in the
master test sequence, and you have instant verification which test stations support the new requirements
with their hardware, and which do not. If one station does not support the new requirements, you can change
the hardware on just that test station. 
 
With Devizer you no longer risk running a test on a wrongly specified test station with inferior product
quality as result, and you have very free hands with which instruments to use for your tests.

WHAT IS
PROFACTORY
SOFTWARE?
Hardware abstraction

Devizer is fundamentally instrument drivers that support hardware abstraction. But where traditional
hardware abstraction requires replaceable instruments to be of same type (you can only replace a DMM with
another DMM) Devizer offers functional abstraction. You don’t specify “DMM” in your test sequence, you
instead specify “AI Voltage” for instance. Any suitable instrument that supports voltage reading will then be
a possible replacement. You could replace a DMM with a DAQ card or an oscilloscope perhaps, since they all
offer “AI Voltage”.

Instrument tracing

To aid in maintenance and statistical process control Devizer documents which instruments are used and
their calibration state.



WHAT IS
PROFACTORY
SOFTWARE?
Channel abstraction

A very common maintenance situation is having to move signal wires on a test station. An instrument
channel may have stopped working, a connector may have been damaged, or a repaired cable is now turning
up short. 
 
As with instruments Devizer also abstracts channels. The test developer puts channel aliases in their test
sequence, and then assigns physical channels to these on each test station. This way the same common
test sequence stays valid over the years on many stations as their life through maintenance deviate. Making
a channel change on a test station is just a configuration in ProFactory, simply done and instantly
documented.

Complete parameterization

As Supervizer parameterizes all test properties, so does Devizer parameterize all hardware properties. Not
just instruments and channels, but also communication ports, instrument addresses, even instruments in
fixtures. And for parallel and batch testing with multiple UUTs at the same time also per test socket
differentiation.
 
The days where tests and stations took on their own life, requiring countless hours of maintaining lists and
other documentation, are gone. Now you have ProFactory, where tests stay constant and configuration from
a central control panel self-documents maintenance.

Devizer drivers

Any instrument managed by Devizer requires a Devizer driver. As a Devizer developer you can program your
own Devizer drivers with LabVIEW and use them to control your instruments from within LabVIEW or
TestStand, and of course with ProFactory. 
 
The functional abstraction of Devizer allows you to implement precisely the functions you need from each
instrument and leave currently unneeded functions for later. This way you don’t bind more development
effort in a Devizer driver than you draw value from, while still allowing the instrument driver to grow with your
future needs.

Devizer drivers by GPower

GPower offers several pre-built Devizer drivers for various instruments and instrument systems. Pre-built
Devizer drivers are a fast and high-quality shortcut to creating and maintaining your own Devizer drivers.
GPower Devizer drivers can be delivered together with hardware purchased from GPower or purchased
separately for your own hardware.



Provider 
 
Provider is the interface between ProFactory and your products. ProFactory defines a UUT (Unit Under Test).
A UUT always has a serial number, and that serial number always at least belongs to a product. Optionally it
could be a variant of a product, and optionally the product could be part of a category, but the serial number
<-> product association is mandatory. Most configurations you make with ProFactory are associated with
one or more UUTs: An execution rule applies to one or more UUTs, a test applies to one or more UUTs and so
on. Any UUT you put to the test has to be identified so ProFactory knows what to do with it.
 
 

WHAT IS
PROFACTORY
SOFTWARE?

ProFactory ships with a dialog to ask the operator for product information. In the simplest form the
operator simply types in the serial number, the product, and optionally the variant and category. This
dialog can be customized to limit or customize operator options. 
If you already have product data stored in a product management system, then we can customize
Provider to interact with your product management system. This is a customization usually preferred by
larger companies and will make ProFactory seamlessly integrate with your existing product classification. 
If you don’t have a product management system, but still prefer automatic lookup of product data, then
we can supply a GPower product management system together with ProFactory. With this you can create
products, group them into categories if you want, create variants of the products, and define rules by
which to associate serial numbers with products. If you use fixtures our product management system
also lets you define relationships between fixture IDs and products.

 
1.

2.

3.

UUT identification

Identification starts by supplying the UUT’s serial number (manually entered by the operator or
scanned/queried by some means). Given the serial number Provider is the software that will retrieve the
associated product, and if they exist also the associated variant and category. Provider can get this
information in one of three ways:

MES integration

Provider can be customized to integrate with your MES (Manufacturing Execution System) if you use one.
This way ProFactory will be able to query your MES if an identified UUT may be handled at this station, and
ProFactory will be able to notify your MES of gate pass/fail status.





AC/DC power entry and power distribution
Emergency power off and thermal shutdown
Environment temperature and humidity monitoring equipment
Safety components
Network equipment
Instruments and power supplies
Software installed and configured
Mouse, keyboard, and monitor
Tower lights and sirens
Cabinet ventilation
Fixture/UUT interface
UPS (battery power backup)
Power and signal cabling
Rollers and stands
Worktables and lights
Ballasts to meet IEC 61010 tip and pull requirements
Integration with your other equipment
Documentation 
Spare parts
Special tools if required for maintenance
2, 3, or 5 years warranty

Stations
 
We can offer turn-key stations of any kind from single benchtop instruments to complete stand-alone or
inline enclosures. Stations are used for many different operations, typical ones are test stations (electrical,
mechanical, component, PCBA, assembly), programming stations, inspection stations (service, quality,
defects), configuration stations, machine control equipment, calibration stations, guided operations
(packing, service, repair), equipment for machine vision, and equipment for data collection and mobile
operations. Typical provisions with our turn-key stations:
 

 

WHAT IS
PROFACTORY
HARDWARE?

We have solid partnerships going years back with many
component suppliers, for instance National Instruments, which
allows us to offer you the most competitive prices and best
service. Combine this with our ProFactory platform concept
and you have a true turn-key solution for all your stations.



Instruments
 
GPower can supply any commercial instrument on the market: Measurement devices, signal generators,
power supplies, controllers, industrial interfaces, communication devices, programmers, etc. We have the
knowhow to help you select the right instrument. We can supply pre-built Devizer drivers for many common
instruments or build one if a driver doesn’t already exist.

WHAT IS
PROFACTORY
HARDWARE?

Custom instruments

If no commercial instrument exists that fits your needs, GPower can build you a custom instrument. If you
have special requirements for accuracy�or other performance, for custom functionality, or for a proprietary
device protocol, we can build the instrument that fits your needs exactly.

GPower instrument systems

The better a test platform scales the more usable and valuable it will be. A few stations require all
capabilities, but most stations require only a�subset of the platform’s capabilities, and all need to be
compatible and share most spare parts. We offer several instrument systems that fit well into a platform
mindset because of modularity and flexibility. Our instrument systems are�often combinations of multiple
instruments and switch systems and/or configurable FPGAs.



Fixture identification
Fixture connectivity and action counters
Fixture temperature monitoring
In-fixture UUT identification
In-fixture instruments and device programming
Small signals
High voltage (> 6 kV)
High power
High frequency
LED and display test
Machine vision
Button and other actuators
Small and large-scale fixtures
Multi-level UUT connectivity
Single or multiple UUTs (batch or parallel)
Single or multiple hold-down
RF enclosures (probe or antenna RF signals)

Fixtures
 
Fixtures are typical UUT connectivity components and prime candidates for platform design with
ProFactory. Some of our key fixture features:
 

 

WHAT IS
PROFACTORY
HARDWARE?

UUT connectivity

UUT station connection is typically done by cable harnesses and/or fixtures.
It is advisable to let connectivity equipment be identified by the station and
associate it with UUTs through ProFactory. We always recommend high
quality UUT connectivity equipment since this is the single point that
connects your instruments with your UUT. The cost of connectivity
equipment is shared by many UUTs, and the supposed cost savings with
lower quality connectivity equipment is quickly eaten up by unreliable test
results, inferior quality of your products, cost of extra spare parts, and
downtime for unplanned maintenance.






